HASBERG-Protective vice jaws

in rods of 1 m for do-it-yourself cutting
made of plastic or light metal,
in sets made of light metal
with retaining springs.

HASBERG Protective vice jaws in rods
1 m in length offers substantial advantages:
Suitable jaws for every vice! You can cut the jaws you need from the rod as you need them.
This also simplifies storage: you just have a couple of meters of Hasberg protective jaw material
on hand, not dozens of individual jaws for a variety of vices. But most importantly:
buying by the meter is much less expensive!
HASBERG Protective vice jaws in rods are available:
made of light metal: compressed (not cast), providing a
smooth surface and a dense, homogeneous microstructure
free of cavities;
and made of plastic: softer than light-metal, but featuring
negligible deformation, tested on-the-job in many workshops
and preferred by many customers.

HASBERG Protective vice jaw sets made of light metal
(plastic not available) have pressed retaining springs,
so they remain firmly in place on any vice
and do not fall off.
Available sizes:
Rods of 1 m for do-it-yourself cutting made of plastic or light metal.
Pricing: US$/1 m pc
light metal
$14.55
plastic
$12.63
Sets made of light metal with retaining springs for jaw widths:
80 mm / 100 mm
115 mm / 120 mm
Pricing:
US$/set
125 mm / 135 mm
light metal
$11.86
140 mm / 150 mm
for any listed width
160 mm / 175 mm
180 mm / 200mm

HASBERG-Protective vice jaw sets

How to order: HASBERG Protective vice jaws in rods are sold in 1 meter (1000 mm) lengths.
R376VJ - material (AL for light metal or PL for plastic)
Example: for a light metal rod 1 meter (1000 mm) length the callout would be - 'R376VJ-AL'
Example: for a plastic rod 1 meter (1000 mm) length the callout would be - 'R376VJ-PL'
How to order: HASBERG Protective vice jaw sets with retaining springs.
R376VS - material (AL for light metal) x width
Example: for a light metal set for 150 mm width the callout would be - 'R376VS-ALx150'
Note: these products are not normally stocked in the USA, so please allow sufficient lead time for delivery.
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